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Abstract: In this work, we review the study of singularities in Poincaré gauge theories of gravity. Since
one of the most recent studies used the appearance of black hole regions of arbitrary dimension as an
indicator of singular behavior, we also give some explicit examples of these structures and study how
particles behave around them.
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1. Introduction
Can spin avert singularities? This is a question that has been under study since Stewart and Hajicek
proposed that the presence of torsion, sourced by half-spin particles, would lead to the avoidance of
singularities in the spacetime [1]. Before exploring the different answers to this question, let us review the
concept of singularity in General Relativity (GR).
In a physical theory, a singularity is usually known as a “place” where some of the quantities used in
the description of a dynamical system diverge. As an example, we can find this situation evaluating the
Coulomb potential V = K qr at the point r = 0. This kind of behavior appears because the theory is not
valid in the considered region or we have assumed a simplification. Namely, in the previous example, the
singularity arises due to the fact that we are considering the charged particle as a point and omitting the
quantum effects.
In GR, one might expect to observe singularities when certain components of the tensors that describe
the spacetime geometry diverge. This means that curvature is higher than 1
l2p
, where lp is the Planck length,
so we need to take into account the quantum effects, which are not considered in this theory. However,
there are situations where this behavior is given as a result of the election of the coordinate system. This
is the case of the “singularity” at r = 2M in the Schwarzschild solution. For this reason, another criteria,
proposed by Penrose [2], is used to define a spacetime singularity: geodesic incompleteness. The physical
interpretation of this condition is the existence of free-falling observers that appear or disappear out of
nothing. This is “strange” enough to consider it as a sufficient condition to ensure the occurrence of
singularities.
In general, all singularity theorems follow the same pattern, made explicit by Senovilla in [3]:
Theorem 1. (Pattern singularity “theorem”) If the spacetime satisfies:
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(1) A condition on the curvature tensor.
(2) A causality condition.
(3) An appropriate initial and/or boundary condition.
Then, there are null or timelike inextensible incomplete geodesics.
The reasoning that one can follow to answer if the introduction of new geometrical degrees of freedom
can avoid the appearance of singularities is to study if the standard conditions exposed in this theorem
may change in the framework under consideration. In this sense, the authors proved in [4] that in a
strongly asymptotically-predictable spacetime, the conditions for having a singular trajectory for any
massive particle in theories with torsion are the same as in GR.
The conditions of the singularity theorem established in [4] predict the existence of black hole (BH)
regions of arbitrary dimension. This type of structure has been under study in torsion theories since the
beginning of the 1980s, either finding gravitational models where the Birkhoff theorem holds [5–7] or
finding new BH solutions sourced by dynamical torsion [8–12].
The purpose of this work is to provide more insights into the singularity problem in torsion
theories. For this reason, we have organized it as follows. First, in Section 2, we present the general
geometric structure of these kinds of theories. In Section 3, we review the singularity theorem for strongly
asymptotically-predictable spacetimes in the presence of torsion, remarking on its physical consequences.
In Sections 4 and 5, we focus on a BH region with a Reissner–Nordström-like geometry sourced by
dynamical torsion, in order to analyze the behavior of Dirac particles minimally coupled to torsion (i.e.,
coupled to the axial component of torsion), giving an explicit example of the application of the singularity
theorem. Finally, we expose our conclusions in Section 6.
2. Generalities of Theories with Torsion
The geometric foundations of gravitational theories characterized by a metric-compatible asymmetric
connection can be naturally systematized as a gauge theory of the Poincaré group [13,14]. The model
requires gauging the external degrees of freedom consisting of rotations and translations, which means
that a gauge connection containing two principal independent variables can be introduced in order to
describe the gravitational field:
Aµ = ea µPa +ωab µ Jab , (1)
where ea µ is the vierbein field and ωab µ is the spin connection, satisfying the relations [15]:
gµν = ea µ eb ν ηab , (2)
ωab µ = ea λ ebρ Γλ ρµ + ea λ ∂µ ebλ . (3)
Thereby, the vierbein field and the affine connection act as translational- and rotational-type potentials.
Since the connection is not necessarily symmetric, we must deal with a Riemann–Cartan (RC) manifold
endowed with curvature and torsion, which involves the following relation between the general affine
connection and the Levi–Civita (LC) connection:
Γ˚ρ µν = Γρ µν − Kρ µν , (4)
where:
Kρ µν =
1
2
(
Tρ µν − Tµ ρ ν − Tν ρ µ
)
, (5)
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is the contortion tensor. In addition, the curvature tensors depend on the relative affine connection, so that
it is essential to distinguish between the torsion-free Riemann curvature and the RC curvature depending
on torsion [16,17]:
R˚λ µνρ = Rλ µνρ − ∇˚νKλ µρ + ∇˚ρKλ µν − Kλ σνKσ µρ + Kλ σρKσ µν , (6)
where the upper index ˚ denotes torsion-free quantities.
By contraction, we can obtain the expression for the Ricci tensor:
R˚µρ = Rµρ − ∇˚λKλ µρ + ∇˚ρKλ µλ − Kλ σλKσ µρ + Kλ σρKσ µλ , (7)
and for the scalar curvature:
R˚ = gµρR˚µρ = R + 2∇˚λKρλ ρ − Kλ σλKσρ ρ + Kσ λρKλρ σ . (8)
By following these lines, it is straightforward to derive the fundamental relation between torsion and
the corresponding field strength tensor of the translation group:
Fa µν = ea λ Tλ νµ , (9)
and between curvature and the field strength tensor of the rotation group:
Fab µν = ea λeb ρ Rλρ µν . (10)
The introduction into the gravitational action of higher order corrections depending on the gauge
curvatures extends the conventional approach and establishes a correspondence between the geometry of
the spacetime and the energy-momentum and spin density tensors of matter. In fact, the presence of the
spin density tensor implies the symmetric energy-momentum tensor of GR to be replaced by a canonical
energy-momentum tensor, generally endowed with a non-vanishing antisymmetric component, which
operates as a source of gravity and completes the fundamental relation between geometry and physics.
3. The Singularity Theorem
In order to review the singularity theorem proven by the authors in [4], we need to introduce some
definitions. We know intuitively that the existence of incomplete null geodesics usually leads to the
appearance of BHs, which are regions of the spacetime beyond which an inside observer cannot escape.
This applies to all timelike and null curves, not just geodesics. This is known as the cosmic censorship
conjecture, which was introduced by Penrose in 1969. It basically states that singularities cannot be naked,
meaning that they cannot be seen by an outside observer. However, how can this concept be expressed
mathematically? The answer lies in the concept of conformal compactification, which can be defined as [18]:
Definition 1. Let (M, g) and
(
M˜, g˜
)
be two spacetimes. Then,
(
M˜, g˜
)
is said to be a conformal compactification
of M if and only if the following properties are met:
1. M is an open submanifold of M˜ with smooth boundary ∂M˜ = J . This boundary is usually denoted conformal
infinity.
2. There exists a smooth scalar field Ω on M˜, such that g˜µν = Ω2gµν on M and so that Ω = 0 and its gradient
dΩ 6= 0 on J .
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If additionally, every null geodesic in M acquires a future and a past endpoint on J , the spacetime is called
asymptotically simple. Furthermore, if the Ricci tensor is zero in a neighborhood of J , the spacetime is said to be
asymptotically empty.
In a conformal compactification, J is composed of two null hypersurfaces, J + and J −, known as
future null infinity and past null infinity, respectively.
In order to establish the definition of a BH, we need to introduce two additional concepts [19]:
Definition 2. A spacetime (M, g) is said to be asymptotically flat if there is an asymptotically-empty spacetime
(M′, g′) and a neighborhood U ′ of J ′, such that U ′ ∩M′ is isometric to an open set U of M.
Definition 3. Let (M, g) be an asymptotically-flat spacetime with conformal compactification
(
M˜, g˜
)
. Then, M is
called (future) strongly asymptotically predictable if there is an open region V˜ ⊂ M˜, with J− (J +) ∩M ⊂ V˜,
such that V˜ is globally hyperbolic.
This definition does not require the condition of endpoints of the null geodesics, meaning that these
types of spacetimes can be singular. Nevertheless, if a spacetime is asymptotically predictable, then the
singularities are not naked (i.e., are not visible from J +).
Now, we can establish what we understand by a BH:
Definition 4. A strongly asymptotically-predictable spacetime (M, g) is said to contain a BH if M is not contained
in J− (J +). The BH region, B, is defined to be B = M− J− (J +), and its boundary, ∂B, is known as the event
horizon.
Intuitively, we think that a particle in a closed trapped surface cannot escape to J +, meaning that it
is part of the BH region of the spacetime. Nevertheless, this is not true in general. In the next proposition,
we establish the conditions that ensure the existence of BHs when we have a closed future trapped
submanifold of arbitrary co-dimension:
Proposition 1. Let (M, g) be a strongly asymptotically-predictable spacetime of dimension n and Σ a closed future
trapped submanifold of arbitrary co-dimension m in M. If the curvature condition holds along every future-directed
null geodesic emanating orthogonally from Σ, then Σ cannot intersect J− (J +) (i.e., Σ is in the BH region B of M1).
Proof. The proof can be found in [4].
Now, the reader might be wondering how this proposition is related to the actual singularities
of particles.
From the minimal coupling procedure, it follows that particles without spin, represented by scalar
fields, do not feel torsion, due to the fact that the covariant derivative of a scalar field is just its partial
derivative. Furthermore, it is impossible to perform the minimal coupling prescription for Maxwell’s field
preserving the U (1) gauge invariance; the Maxwell equations are the same as the ones present in GR.
Therefore, they move following null extremal curves, so that the causal structure is determined by the
metric structure, just like in GR. This means that the usual test particles follow the geodesic curves provided
1 Analogously, it can be defined as a past strongly asymptotically-predictable spacetime, and then, the proposition would predict
the existence of white hole (WH) regions, B = M− J+ (J −), which are regions where particles cannot enter, only exit.
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by the LCconnection, which allows us to generalize the singularity theorems. However, what happens
when we consider fermions coupled to the spacetime torsion?
All the analyses of the trajectories that follow these kinds of particles (for a nice review, see [20]) have
one thing in common: they experiment with a corrective factor of the form:
aµ = vρ∇˚ρvµ = C
(
h¯
m
)
f
(
Rρσλ µsρσvλ + Kσρ µpρvσ
)
, (11)
where C is a constant, m is the mass of the particle, and sρσ describes the internal spin tensor, related to the
spin sµ of the particle by:
sµ =
1
2
eµνρσvνsρσ, (12)
with eµνρσ the totally antisymmetric LC tensor.
It is clear from the previous analysis that massive spinning particles do not follow timelike geodesics.
Nevertheless, independently of how torsion affects these particles, they will follow timelike curves, and we
assume that locally (in a normal neighborhood of a point), nothing can be faster than light (null geodesics).
Hence, it would be interesting to see under which circumstances we have incompleteness of non-geodesic
timelike curves. For this reason, we recover the definition of an n-dimensional BH and WH given in
Section 3. From this definition, we conclude that if these kinds of structures exist in our spacetime, we
would have timelike curves (including non-geodesics) that do not have endpoints in the conformal infinity,
since for the case of BHs, the spacetime M is not contained in J− (J +), while for WHs, M is not contained
in J+ (J −). Considering these lines, we establish the following theorem:
Theorem 2. Let (M, g) be a strongly asymptotically-predictable spacetime of dimension n and Σ a closed future
trapped submanifold of arbitrary co-dimension m in M. If the curvature condition holds along every future-directed
null geodesic emanating orthogonally from Σ, then some timelike curves in M would not have endpoints in the
conformal infinity; hence, M is a singular spacetime.
One might wonder if one of the incomplete timelike curves actually represents the trajectory of a
spinning particle coupled to the torsion tensor. From Equation (11), which represents the non-geodesic
behavior, we see that the only possible way that all the trajectories have endpoints in the conformal infinity
is the existence of huge values for the curvature and torsion tensors near the event horizon, which in
a physically-plausible scenario is not possible. This is why we consider it a more physically-relevant
theorem for the singular behavior of such particles, since it is strongly related to the actual trajectories.
With this reasoning, we have shown that in strongly-asymptotically predictable spacetimes, one
cannot avoid the occurrence of singularities, even in the presence of torsion, if the conditions of Theorem
2 hold. On the opposite case, it is possible to find non-singular configurations if the conditions are
violated [21,22].
In this sense, in the following section, we present an explicit example of a BH region sourced by the
torsion field.
4. Reissner–Nordström Sourced by Torsion
In the framework of the Poincaré gauge (PG) theory, the propagating character of torsion demands
the presence of higher order curvature terms in the gravitational action. This feature represents a deep
aspect in the nature of torsion, which may produce significant effects in the geometry of the spacetime
even in the absence of matter sources.
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In order to analyze the possible implications derived by the presence of a dynamical torsion beyond
the standard approach of GR, we introduce the following gravitational action:
S = 164pi
∫
d4x
√−g
[
−4R˚ + 3 (6c1 + c2) Rλ[ρµν]Rλ[ρµν] + 9 (2c1 + c2) Rλ[ρµν]Rµ[λνρ] + 8d1R[µν]R[µν]
]
. (13)
In the present case, the respective geometric corrections are mediated by a massless torsion field,
which in fact yields a non-vanishing metric curvature described in a first approximation by Einstein’s
model2.
The corresponding field equations can be easily derived by performing variations with respect to the
gauge potentials:
G˚µ ν = 2c1T1µ ν + c2T2µ ν − (2c1 + c2) T3µ ν + d1
(
H1µ ν − H2µ ν
)
, (14)
2c1C1[µλ]
ν − c2C2[µλ] ν + (2c1 + c2)C3[µλ] ν − d1
(
Y1[µλ]
ν −Y2[µλ] ν
)
= 0 , (15)
where the tensors above are geometrical quantities defined in the following way:
T1µ ν ≡ RλρµσRλρνσ − 14δµ νRλρασRλρασ ,
T2µ ν ≡ RλρµσRλνρσ + RλρσµRλσρν − 12δµ νRλρασRλαρσ ,
T3µ ν ≡ RλρµσRνσλρ − 14δµ νRλρασRασλρ ,
H1µ ν ≡ Rν λµρRλρ + RλµRλν − 12δµ νRλρRλρ ,
H2µ ν ≡ Rν λµρRρλ + RλµRνλ − 12δµ νRλρRρλ ,
C1µ λν ≡ ∇˚ρRµ λρν + Kλ σρRµ σρν − Kσ µρRσ λρν ,
C2µ λν ≡ ∇˚ρ
(
Rµ νλρ − Rµ ρλν
)
+ Kλ σρ
(
Rµ νσρ − Rµ ρσν
)− Kσ µρ (Rσ νλρ − Rσ ρλν) ,
C3µ λν ≡ ∇˚ρRρνλ µ + Kλ σρRρνσ µ − Kσ µρRρνλ σ ,
Y1µ λν ≡ δµ ν∇˚ρRλρ − ∇˚µRλν + δµ νKλ σρRσρ + Kρ µρRλν − Kν µρRλρ − Kλ ρµRρν ,
Y2µ λν ≡ δµ ν∇˚ρRρλ − ∇˚µRνλ + δµ νKλ σρRρσ + Kρ µρRνλ − Kν µρRρλ − Kλ ρµRνρ .
(16)
It is straightforward to check that this set of equations reduces to the regular equations of GR when
the dynamical character of the torsion tensor vanishes, by virtue of the condition:
∇[µ Tρ νσ] + Tλ [µν Tρ σ]λ = 0 . (17)
2 The Lagrangian coefficients can be chosen to obtain different gravitational theories (for some criteria on the election of a large
class of these PG theories, see [9,23–26])
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On the other hand, in the dynamical regime, it is possible to find the following static and
spherically-symmetric BH solution with a Reissner–Nordström-like geometry characterized by a spin
charge, when the Lagrangian coefficients satisfy the relations c1 = − d1/4 and c2 = − d1/2 [10]:
f (r) ≡ gtt = − 1grr = 1− 2mr +
d1κ2
r2 , gθ1θ1 = − r2 , gθ2θ2 = − r2 sin2 θ1 ,
Tt tr =
f˙ (r)
2 f (r) , T
r
tr =
f˙ (r)
2 , T
θk tθk =
f (r)
2r , T
θk rθk = − 12r ,
Tθk tθl =
κ
r εab e
aθk eb θl , T
θk rθl = − κr f (r) εab eaθk eb θl ;
(18)
where k, l = 1, 2 with k 6= l, εab is the two-dimensional LC symbol, and the dot ˙ denotes the derivative
with respect to the radial coordinate.
Thereby, within this model, the axial component of the torsion tensor acts as a Coulomb-like potential
depending on κ, in such a way that the conventional approach of GR is completely recovered when it
vanishes. Furthermore, this type of configuration can also be extended to the case where the mentioned
mode is considered massive [11]:
S = 164pi
∫
d4x
√−g
[
−4R˚− d1
(
6Rλ[ρµν]Rλ[ρµν] + 9Rλ[ρµν]Rµ[λνρ] − 8R[µν]R[µν] − 3w T[λµν]T[λµν]
)]
. (19)
In that case, the following Proca-like equation is additionally satisfied by the curvature and
torsion components:
∇˚λRλ [ρµν] − w T[ρµν] = 0 , (20)
where the coefficient w is related to the mass of the axial component of torsion.
The existing correspondence between spin and torsion may involve significant effects on the
behavior of those spinning particles coupled to this geometric quantity, especially within post-Riemannian
geometries induced by a dynamical axial mode, since this is the unique component implicated in the
interaction with Dirac fields, according to the minimal coupling principle [16]. This means that we can
focus on the present BH solution to analyze the motion of spin 1/2 particles minimally coupled to torsion
and therefore to see how the singularity theorem actually holds.
5. Fermion Dynamics
To calculate how half-spin particles behave in a theory with torsion, it is possible to apply the
WKBexpansion of the Dirac equation [27]. Within this approximation, the evolution of the spinor field and
the respective non-geodesic acceleration at first order of h¯ are given by:
vµ∇˜µb0 = 0 , (21)
aµ = vε∇˚εvµ = h¯4ms R˜λρµνb0σ
λρb0vν , (22)
where ms represents the mass of the spinning particle, b0 the normalized spinor of the first coefficient of
the WKB expansion, σλρ the corresponding spin matrices, and R˜λρµν the intrinsic part of the RC tensor
associated with the totally antisymmetric component of the torsion tensor:
[∇˜µ, ∇˜ν] vλ = R˜λ ρµν vρ + 3 gσρ T[ρµν] ∇˜σvλ , (23)
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with:
R˜λ ρµν = ∂µ Γ˜λ ρν − ∂ν Γ˜λ ρµ + Γ˜λ σµ Γ˜σ ρν − Γ˜λ σν Γ˜σ ρµ , (24)
Γ˜λ µν = Γ˚λ µν +
3
2
gλρ T[ρµν] . (25)
Thus, we can calculate the acceleration related to the trajectories of Dirac particles within the geometry
provided by the solution (18) and perform a numerical analysis to stress interesting differences with respect
to the geodesic motion of GR [28]. For this purpose, two conditions must be considered, in order to maintain
the semiclassical approximation and the positive energy associated with the spinor state:(
b0σrβb0
)
vβ = 0 , (26)
f˙ (r) f (r) . (27)
Specifically, the first expression represents the radial component of the Pirani condition, which can be
introduced as a supplementary constraint to allow the propagating equations to be solved and to ensure
the conservation of mass along the final trajectory [29]. On the other hand, the second one is a purely
metric condition that comes from the torsion-free Riemann tensor, and it establishes the derivative of f (r)
to be at least two orders of magnitude below the value of f (r). Thereby, this relation is a consequence
of the method that we are applying: if both curvature and torsion are strong, then the interaction is also
strong, and the WKB approximation fails.
By taking into account these remarks, the main differences found for the present case study can be
shown in Figure 13. It is worthwhile to stress that any difference from the geodesic behavior in the radial
coordinate would be an exclusive consequence of the torsion-spin coupling, with no presence of geometric
terms provided by GR, by virtue of the dependence on κ existing in the corresponding acceleration
component. Indeed, it is possible to have situations under which the geodesic curves and the trajectories
of spin 1/2 particles are distanced due to this effect, even by starting at the same point. Nevertheless, it
is not strong enough to avoid their entrance to the BH region; hence, they present a singular behavior,
as expected.
3 Note that we have considered d1 = 1, in order to simplify the reasoning.
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(a) (b)
Figure 1. For this numerical computation, we have considered a BH with 24 solar masses and κ = 10, with
the electron located outside the external event horizon in the θ = pi/2 plane. We have assumed an electron
with a radial velocity of 0.9 and a initial spin aligned in the ϕ direction. (a) Trajectory at 35 km of the event
horizon; (b) Relative position between the two particles.
6. Conclusions
In this manuscript, we have shown that the occurrence of singularities within strongly
asymptotically-predictable spacetimes cannot be avoided by the introduction of the torsion tensor into
their geometric structure. We have reviewed the singularity theorem that predicts the incompleteness of
the trajectories of those spinning particles coupled to torsion and presented an explicit solution of a BH
region in accordance with this theorem. Indeed, this configuration allows us to compute the trajectory of a
Dirac fermion to conclude its singular behavior.
The physical effects derived by this post-Riemannian solution depend on the value of both the spin
charge associated with the source of torsion and the coupling constant that determines the fundamental
strength of the interaction. By virtue of the purely quantum nature of the intrinsic angular momentum of
matter, significant effects are expected only around extreme gravitational systems, such as neutron stars or
specific BHs characterized by intense magnetic fields and sufficiently-oriented elementary spins.
In this sense, the design of experiments for the measurement of such implications related to the
possible existence of a spacetime torsion is especially desirable and deserves further investigation in future
works.
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